Holiday Gift
MICHAEL PHELPS
Developed in partnership with Michael Phelps and Coach
Bob Bowman, the MP Technique Paddle is designed for all
strokes, a natural feel of the water, and alternate hand positions. Its structural design promotes proper vertical forearm
technique and emphasizes stroke mechanics.
Technique Paddle: $19.99

SWIMOUTLET.COM

FINIS

The Swimsense Live is the ideal training tool for any
swimmer looking to build motivation, promote healthy habits,
and make the most of every swim. The Swimsense Live is a
waterproof fitness-tracking device that uses proprietary algorithms to record stroke count, distance, time/pace, and more.
Swimsense Live Sale Price: $50

The USMS Steel Sports Bottle is a must-have in every
swimmer’s training bag to stay hydrated and cut down on plastic
waste. This reusable bottle is a bright pop of color with a clip-on
carabiner and ring to attach it to your bag.
Keep your coffee hot or your iced latte cold in this sleek USMS
Tumblr Mug. It has a stainless-steel finish, screw-on lid for easy
cleaning, and a thumb-slide closure to prevent spills.
Sports Bottle: $8.35
Tumblr Mug: $8.10
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Guide
TRISWIM

ROKA

The SIM is a pair of buoyancy shorts
made of neoprene that mimics the lift and body position offered by a wetsuit, without causing you to overheat. It’s
also a pull buoy replacement, vertical kicking tool, and open water
race simulator all in one. The reduced buoyancy on the sides of the
SIM Pro suit encourages proper rotation, and the SIM Elite offers
maximum buoyancy.
SIM Pro: $120
SIM Elite: $90

MALIBU C

Swimmers Wellness
Collection by Malibu C is
an award-winning trio that
gently, yet effectively, transforms swimmers’ strands and
restores hair to a dramatically healthier condition! Cruelty-free, 100 percent vegan,
made in the USA, and formulated without gluten, parabens, and sulfates.
Swimmers Wellness
Collection Sale Price: $32

Since 2004, TRISWIM salon quality hair and body
care has been the global leader in chlorine- and saltwater-removing products. TRISWIM effectively removes chemicals and
odor while hydrating, moisturizing, and rebuilding with mega
vitamins, chamomile, watercress, aloe vera, and quinoa. Use
promo code USMSHOL to receive 30 percent off your holiday
purchase at sbrsportsinc.com.
Holiday Gift Sets: $30 each

TYR
Always be ready with
the TYR Alliance
Backpack. Offered in
both 30L and 45L size
options, the Alliance includes a cutting-edge
space-saving design
and is packed with
state-of-the-art features engineered
for athletes on the
go. Shop today at
TYR.com.
Alliance
Backpack 45L:
$59.99
Alliance
Backpack 30L:
$49.99
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